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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
1.1 KMBU-103 - Principal Due remainder of 0.01 on the schedule when
fully paying an installment for a loan account with Optimized payments
and Increase overdue installments
For loan accounts using Optimized payments and "Increase the Overdue
Installments" option for Overdue Payments, a 0.01 was added to the Principal on
repayment of the first installment, resulting in still having a late installment.
Mambu has corrected this behaviour in 4.5.10 and the installment will be marked
Paid.

1.2 KMBU-90 - NPE when validating unique custom field value
When using a custom field set with a custom field that is required at account creation
and requires also a Unique Value, and when an account is created which uses a
unique value and then another attempt is made on a different account to add the
same unique value, upon user attempting several times to re-use that same value,
instead of throwing a validation, Mambu would return an exception error.
This behaviour has been corrected in this release and a validation message is
returned.

1.3 KMBU-96 - No "Loading" action added to ChangeAssignedOwners
GWT call, enabling users to click it many times, causing frequent
connection pool timeouts
When attempting to reassign many clients and the reassign process was started, no
progress would be indicated and the "Reassign" button remained available for
clicking. Some users would continue clicking the "Reassign" button which lead to
several processes to be started, which in return exposed the risk of connection
timeouts.
In order to allow the user to identify that the action is indeed started and there's no
need for clicking the button again, a process bar would clearly indicate that the
request is in process and that more time is needed for the request to be completed.
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